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A Algebraic notation

We adopt a conventional notation to define a scalar x with an italic letter, a vector x with bold and a matrix

X with capital bold. A three-dimensional array Ẋ is indicated by the dot. Single indices as Xi refer to the

object i in a list, while multiple indices in xij identifies the element in row i and column j of the matrix X,

with xT
i· as the whole row vector. The index in square brackets in x[j] or X[j] indicates objects specialized

from x or X, while an index in round brackets refers to dimensionality of the object. In particular, I(i) and

1(j) represent an identity matrix with dimension i and the j-length vector of 1’s, respectively. The symbol

⊗ is used for Kronecker products.

B Software, code and data
B.1 Software and code

All the analysis and results described in this contribution are performed and produced with the R software,

version 2.15.1 [1]. Distributed lag non-linear models are implemented in the package dlnm (version 1.6.4) [2],

while multivariate meta-analysis and meta-regression techniques are performed using the package mvmeta

(version 0.3.1) [3]. All the packages are available in the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN) at

http://www.R-project.org/ and downloadable through R.

The R code to entirely reproduce (and extend) the results illustrated in this paper is included as supple-

mentary online material. The six scripts are used to perform the analysis and to reproduce all the results
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described in the paper. The scripts are meant to be run consecutively.

B.2 Data

The data, including the daily series from the 1st of January 1993 to the 31st of December 2006, is supplied

as the regEngWales.csv file in the online supplementary material. The same data were previously used in

other publications [4, 5]. Latitude for each region in the multivariate meta-regression model was computed

as the average of the latitudes of electoral districts (wards), weighted for the resident population. This

information is inputted directly in the R script used for meta-regression.

Individual death record were obtained from the Office of National Statistics (www.ons.gov.uk). Records

include date of death and postcode of residence at time of death. The postcode was used to divide deaths

by government region and date to make daily series of counts for each region.

All available validated daily maximum and minimum dry-bulb temperatures and dew-point temperature

were downloaded from the British Atmospheric Data Centre (badc.nerc.ac.uk). Daily mean temperature was

estimated as the average of minimum and maximum. Daily mean relative humidity was computed from 9am

and 3pm dew-point measurements, using the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. In preliminary validatory work

on data from Heathrow airport stations, which reported complete hourly dew-point values, this summary

was correlated at r = 0.93 in summer with the true 24-hour mean relative humidity.

For each measure we used only data from stations reporting on 75% of days between 1993-2006. This

resulted in a mean of 29 stations contributing data to each regional series, from a minimum of 7 in London

to a maximum of 44 in Wales. The temperature series were highly correlated within regions (mean r = 0.96,

range 0.95–0.99) and station means varied little within region (mean SD = 0.9◦C, range 0.4–1.01◦C).

Finally, The data were processed to obtain population-weighted mean daily series for each region. The

monitoring station series daily values were combined to make one mean series for each region incorporating

two refinements:

1. to avoid noise in the regional aggregated mean series, missing values were first imputed from patterns

in other stations in the region, using the method of the AIRGENE study [6];

2. daily mean values from these filled station series were calculated using weights equal to the populations

residing closest to each station (i.e. within the Thiessen polygons surrounding the station).
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